Abstract
Introduction
Computing technology remains to be an evolving issue and implemented by networking, infrastructures and real application requirements. One popular method is to combine users and resource pool into a high-performance computing model. For example, servers provide relevant information to users via its large data centers (with computers, networking equipment and strategies).
However, requests from users under through rapid growth carry out pressure to current architectures and situation is worsened by data size, network bandwidth and complicated types of service resources. Meanwhile, computing scale aforementioned is supported by huge amount of electric energy, computers and communication devices, all should be considered carefully. To lower the cost, energy-efficient, service-efficient scheduling way is significant.
Many research about the virtual machine allocation are focused on extracting the VMs to mathematical functions, thus enable to propose accessible ways to solve multiobjective optimization problem (Bin Packing [1] , Integer Programming [2] ). J. Xu proposed an improved genetic algorithm via multi-objective fuzzy evaluation to solve common optimization problem [3] . Harold C. Lim added additional feedback control components at client-side, this is a utilization of hierarchical structure control system [4] . VMPlanner is an effective way to configure a virtual machine considered about the network topology, traffic and power consumption [5] . Various researches concentrated on algorithm design and improvement (K-Means clustering [6] , feature matching of resources, etc.,) extracting specified patterns of users or network traffic to make predictive control through suitable algorithms to predict the shifty variables of the next round. As to large-scale instant computing platforms, users distributed beyond any divinable rules, networking band width various from each other (e.g., as is shown in [7] , users request resources caused server chaos, the visiting access indicates step-response).
To design an optimized virtual machine allocation model, to adapt to unknown dynamic requirements achieved energy-efficient, service-efficient, this article studies the problem organized as follows: Section 2 analyzed the characteristics of virtual machines allocation in and expressed matrix control theory; Section 3 proposed radial basis function neural network to establish optimal control model; Section 4 simulated the model in the previous section; Section 5 tested model from classical and modern control theory; Section 6 is the conclusion.
Preliminary Results

Energy Consumption of VMs
Integrated Computing platform is born to adapt to massively parallel computing. Different applications indicates diverse architectures, but the core of the infrastructure is consistent with the user's interaction, virtual resource management, resource scheduling center. Users submit legal requirements and then data center returns relevant information.
Energy consumption of VMs consist of several aspects including Center Processing Unit (CPU) cast in computing phase and idle phase, internal storage cast, Redundant Array of Independent Disks cast, communication cast and peripheral unit cast, ordinarily. In most real circumstances, it is impracticable to measure these energy consumption directly, but to introduce proper monitors corresponding to different devices enable to calculate consumption. For example, Bohra proposed VMeter tool to monitor CPU, Cache, Disk, and DRAM to forecast energy consumption via its counter data [8] .
Matrix Expression of Feedback Control System
VMs scheduling is a non-linear and highly parallel task different from traditional control models expressed as Single Input Single Output (SISO) system. Therefore, it is necessary to seek from modern matrix feedback method to build doable modeling.
The VMs scheduling system is shown in Figure 1 , defined as follows: Input vector 
where B n× r is input matrix; C m× n is output matrix; D m× r is direct transfer matrix.
Radial Basis Function Neural Networks (RBFNN)
Artificial Intelligence Technology is widely applied in engineering for its characteristics of robust, accuracy and fault-tolerant, etc. To be more specific, RBFNN is widely used for its simple structure, concise training and fast convergence [9, 10] . The basic form of the neural network is shown in Figure 2 . The input layer is sensing unit to accept data from reference position, the second layer (hidden layer) maps information into high-dimension space through series of weighted neurons computing. The output layer receives data from hidden layer, provides a linear combination results and send it out. The higher dimension of the hidden space, the more accurate the approximation, but computing complex is also been added. To achieve a balance between neurons structure and efficiency depend on real applications.
Optimization Modeling
From Section 2, subsection 2.2, while the system structure (state vector matrix) and loads (user requests) is fixed, the control model of the VMs will be established. The VMs scheduling system is shown in Figure 3 . As is indicated in Figure 3, 
State Space Expression of VMs
Definition 1: As to a VMs system F, let a set of user requests represent for the state vector u T (k) is input vector, x T is virtual machine allocation matrix, the system output y T is the response corresponding to each requests, discrete formula (1), the update state equation is obtained as [11] :
In real VMs scheduling situations, the system output y T should preserved a certain margin beyond corresponding request u T (k), thus to ensure system stability. Improve updating method using differential coefficient λ:
VMs matrix is updated:
where E is unit matrix(with the same order of x(k)), λ is the corresponding differential coefficient matrix, the sum of the demand optimization can be obtained after adjustment.
Learning Mechanism of RBFNN
The hidden layer of neurons is trained by constantly adjusting the weights, essentially. Let the VMs accept x inputs, there are K nodes in the hidden layer and L nodes in the output layer. A commonly used radial basis function is Gaussian function, hidden layer node j output:
where c j is the center node, η j is the normalized parameter of the hidden node j which determines the scope of the base functions to the central node. Define the objective function:
Where J is total error relevant function, k means the output node, y f is optimized targets. The RBFNN is designed to decrease J to an acceptable number range, i.e., less than ε.
Energy Consumption Model: Multiple-target Function
From Section 2, subsection 2.1, total energy cast could be defined as:
where detailed analysis of each types is discussed in [8] , here is an rough estimation parameter to ensure formula (8) 
Model Simulation
Initialize system parameters:
(1) VMs array: 
N× N=
According to formula (10) , where requests shows transient incremental infinity, thereby causing the control error. Therefore, In Figure 4 (b) , reduce the noise at singularities aforementioned to adapt to the input noise. Extracting part of different user groups, tracking requests characteristics of cube-root, square-root, and response curve is shown in Figure 5 (a) and (b), the corresponding VMs array allocation remains a reasonable margin higher than request, the system reflects excellent optimization performance.
Conclusions
The optimization model on VMs scheduling based on RBFNN does achieved accuracy and adaptive ability in real scenarios, especially for middle/small scale VMs array. Intelligent pattern recognition based on RBFNN provides proper VMs data roughly in the first stage, the data is sent to a multiple-targets optimization process to produce VMs allocation matrix precisely, thus enable to minimize the cast and enhance efficiency of the whole array. The number of VMs and services in response to requests dynamically.
From the perspective of controller designing, any feedback control is a control strategy not timely as deviation produced after the round of previous output. Large disturbance brings arduous challenges to system stability, but this model is slightly delayed and return to normal state fast.
Related Works
Statistical methods in modeling and performance estimation overhead proved to be effective. High prediction accuracy and adaptive performance used to be controversy in real control systems, because to build a model without transcendental knowledge could hardly be classified as accuracy models, while a model built with these knowledge always indicates fixed features not adaptive to real unknown dynamics, inverse. How to design a light, efficient model is an immobile issue. Our next task is to determine kinetics modeling, artificial intelligence and interdisciplinary methods [12, 13] to apply into large scale arrays.
